
Panel view of amplifier described in this article. 

General Purpose 6AS7G AmpliFier 
C. G. McPROUD 

Modifications of the 6AS7G high -fidelity amplifier to provide bass and treble tone controls, a 

dynamic noise -suppressor, high -gain input stage, and recorder feeds -sectionalized for flexibility. 

ALTHOUGH 

the three -stage high - 
quality amplifier described in the 
March issue left little to be desired 

in the way of performance, it has elicited 
many requests for information as to the 
best method of adding some form of tone 
control in the circuit. The gain of the 
amplifier is sufficient to accommodate 
certain types of tone controls, but others 
require still more amplification in order to 
perform correctly. The feedback placed 
around the first two stages eliminates the 
interstage coupling circuit as a location 
for tone controls, and in general, the 
amplifier is not suitable for this modifi- 
cation. 

Added to this difficulty, some interest 
has been shown in the possibility of 
adapting the basic circuit to accommo- 
date a dynamic noise -suppressor ampli- 
fier, and as a further incentive, one re- 

'Managing Editor, AUDIO ENGINEERING 

quest was received for circuit data to 
permit the connection to a crystal cutter 
for use as a recording amplifier. In order 
to make the unit still more complete, it 
was decided to incorporate a low -level 
stage for use with a magnetic pickup of 
the Pickering or GE Variable Reluctance 
type. 

The amplifier described in this article 
wás accordingly designed and built as an 
answer to all these requirements. It is 
relatively complicated in construction - 
but only because it has a large number of 
components. The layout is straight- 
forward, and the adjustments necessary 
to put the noise -suppressor section into 
operation are not difficult, provided an 
audio -frequency oscillator is available. 
One feature of this design is that it is 
sectionalized so that the basic amplifier 
may be constructed either with or with- 
out the noise suppressor, or it may be 
constructed without the preamplifier 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of sectionalized amplifier suitable for wide variety of uses. 
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stage if it is to be used with an external 
preamplifier or with a crystal pickup. 
By so sectionalizing the design, it can be 
adapted readily for any specific require- 
ment to which the user may wish to put 
it. 
Circuit Arrangement 

The basic arrangement of the amplifier, 
reduced to its simplest form, is shown in 
the block diagram, Fig. i. The power 
supply is omitted for the sake of sim- 
plicity. The first section includes the 
two -stage preamplifier, equalized by feed- 
back to compensate for the low -end 
recording characteristic of commercial 
records. A three- position switch permits 
the selection of the desired input source - 
either phonograph, radio, or a recorder. 

The second section is the dynamic 
noise -suppressor amplifier, which follows 
the H. H. Scott circuit (with some modi- 
fications lifted from the Goodell version 
of the original Scott amplifier). This 
section incorporates an input stage, pro- 
viding a source impedance of the proper 
value, and enough gain to actuate the 
side amplifier which furnishes the control 
voltages. The input stage is followed 
by a two-tube high- frequency gate circuit 
and a single low- frequency gate circuit, 
together with the necessary control am- 
plifier and rectifiers. The output of this 
section may then be fed directly into the 
output amplifier. This consists of three 
stages, essentially identical with the 
original 6AS7G amplifier. It employs a 
tapped volume control to provide an 
increase in low- frequencies which may be 
reduced at will by the low- frequency tone 
control, and a treble control which in- 
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Panel view of amplifier described in this article.

General·Purpose 6AS7G' Amplifier
c. G. McPROUD*

Modifications of the 6AS7G high-fidelity amplifier to provide bass and treble tone controls, a

dynamic noise-suppressor, high-gain input stage, and recorder feeds-sectionalized forflexibility.

A
LTHOUGH the three-stage high
quality amplifier described in the
March issue left little to be desired

in the way of performanee, it has elicited
many requests for information as to the
best method of adding some form of tone
control in the circuit. The !!:ain of the
amplifier is sufficient to accommodate
certain types of tone controls, but others
require still more amplification in order to
perform correctly. The feedhack placed
around the first two sta!!:es eliminates the
interstage coupling circuit as a location
for tone controls, anti in general, the
amplifier is not suitable for this modifi
cation.

Added to this difficulty, some interest
has been shown in the possibility of
adapting the basic circuit to accommo
date a dynamic noise-suppressor ampli
fier, and as a further incentive, one re-
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quest was received for circuit data to
permit the connedion to a crystal cutter
for use as a recording amplifier. In order
to make the unit still more complete, it
was decided to incorporate a low-level
stage for use with a magnetic pickup of
the Pickering or G E Variable Heluctance
type.

The amplifier describcd in this article
wqs accordingly desi/!;ned and built as an
answer to all these requirements. It is
relatively complicated in construction
but only because it has a large number of
components. The layout is straight
forward, and the adjustments necessary
to put the noise-suppressor section into
operation are not difficult, pro/lided an
audio-frequency oscillator is available.
One feature of this design is that it is
sectionalized so that the basic amplifier
may be constructed either with or with
out the noise suppressor, or it may be
constructed without the preamplifier

sta/!;e if it is to be used with an external
preamplifier or with a crystal pickup.
By so sectionalizing the design, it can be
adapte(l readily for any specific require
ment to which the user may wish to put
it.
Circuit Arrangement

The basic arrangement of the amplifier,
retluced to its simplest form, is shown in
the bloek diagram, Fig. 1. The power
supply is omitterl for the sake of sim
plicity. The first section includes the
two-stage preamplifier, equalized by feed
back to compensate for the low-end
reconling charaeteristie of commercial
records. .\ three-position switeh permits
the selection of the desirerl input souree
either phono/!;raph, mllio, or a recorder.

The second section is the dynamic
noise-suppressor amplifier, which follows
the H. H. Scott circuit (with some modi
fications lifted from the Goodell version
of the ol'iginal Scott amplifier). This
section incorporates an input stage, pro
vidin/!; a source impedance of the proper
value, and enou/!;h gain to actuate the
side amplifier which furnishes the control
voltages. The input stage is followed
by a two-tube high-freq~encygate circuit
and a single low-frequency gate circuit,
together with the necessary control am
plifier and rectifiers. The output of this
section may then be fed directly into the
output amplifier. This consists of three
stages, essentially identical with the
original 6AS7G amplifier. It employs a
tapped volume control to provide an
increase in low-frequencies which may be
reduced at will by the low-frequency tone
control, and a treble control which in-
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creases or decreases the high- frequency 
response as desired. 

The output circuit contains switching 
arrangements which connect the speaker 
directly to the secondary of the output 
transformer for normal use, or through a 
variable resistor for monitoring, and 
which also connect a volume indicator 
and the recorder to the output stage 
during recording. Although the switch- 
ing appears to be complicated in that it 
requires a number of operations to change 
from record to playback, such is not the 
case because of the use of a push- button 
switch which performs all of the switch- 
ing operations quite simply. 

The type of recorder used will control 
the switching circuits to a great extent. 
For the Wagner -Nichols unit used in 
this particular job, it is necessary to 
connect the crystal cartridge to either 
the input or the output of the amplifier. 
Most recorders employ a separate unit 
for playback, which simplifies this switch- 
ing. It is desirable to connect the cutter 
of the Wagner- Nichols unit to the plates 
of the output tube through capacitors, 
giving a constant -amplitude character- 
istic over the entire range. With other 
crystal cutters, some series resistance 
should be employed to provide a charac- 
teristic which is similar to standard 
phonograph records. Low -impedance 
magnetic cutters will naturally be con- 
nected to a source of the correct im- 
pedance. Various arrangements for these 
connections are shown in Fig. 7. 

The power supply section is conven- 
tional, with the exception of the d -c 
filament supply which is simply a con- 
nection between ground and the center 
tap of the high- voltage secondary through 
the heaters of the first two tubes, Vj and 
V2. Both of these tubes have 12 -volt 
heaters, and they are connected in series. 
After the amplifier is completed, a value 
of bleeder resistor is selected which will 
make the total current drain equal 140 
ma. It will be noted that this is slightly 
below the normal value, but the low - 
level stages operate perfectly with the 
lower current, and are somewhat less 
susceptible to the slight a -c component 
remaining in this supply. The amplifier 
is quite low in hum, but because of the 
large number of stages it is desirable to 
take all possible precautions. 

Tone Control Methods 
The methods of adding high -and 

low- frequency tone controls to the cir- 
cuit are relatively simple. For general 
use in home reproduction systems, it is 
usually considered desirable to employ 
a tapped volume control so that when 
the output level is lowered, the frequency 
is altered somewhat in accordance with 
the Fletcher -Munson curve. A control 
with a single tap will not give complete 
compensation, but it is some improvement 
over an untapped control. The circuit 
used for this compensation consists of a 

SW. POS. 

a 

3 

CUTOFF 

NONE 

8,000 ti 
5,600 - 

4 4,000 ti 

Fig. 2. Input circuit for use with low -level 
magnetic pickups when noise- suppressor sec- 

tion is not employed. 

resistor and capacitor connected in 
series between the tap on the control 
and the low end of the control, usually 
ground. If a potentiometer is connected 
across the capacitor, the amount of 
compensation is reduced as the shunting 
resistance is decreased. This serves 
quite adequately for the low- frequency 
control. For smoothest operation, the 
shunting potentiometer should have an 
audio taper, and should be connected so 
that clockwise rotation of the control 
increases the resistance across the capac- 
itor, thus increasing the bass response. 
With a 1.0 -meg volume control, the rec- 
ommended resistor and capacitor values 
are 27,000 ohms and 0.01 µf. A 0.25 - 
meg shunting potentiometer provides a 
smooth control of bass response. 

In most amplifier designs, it is not 
considered desirable to utilize the feed- 
back circuit for tone control purposes, 
since it reduces the amount of feedback 
available, and hence negates the bene- 
ficial effect of the feedback. This is 
particularly important in the case of a 
pentode amplifier, with feedback over 
the output and driver stages. How- 
ever, with this amplifier the feedback is 
employed over only the driver and input 
stages, and its primary advantage is 
obtained over the low -and middle - 
frequency ranges because that is where 
the highest signal voltages are encoun- 
tered. Therefore, with at least 20 db of 
feedback in use normally, it is felt that 
it will not affect the performance ad- 

versely if 10 db of this feedback is used 
up in the high- frequency tone control 
circuit. The signal voltage at high 
frequencies is comparatively low, and the 
driver stage will not be required to 
furnish as much signal voltage as at the 
middle and low frequencies. 

Therefore, if a capacitor is shunted 
across the cathode resistor to which the 
feedback circuit returns, it will reduce the 
feedback at high frequencies, and thus 
increase the output. A potentiometer in 
series will permit variation of the amount 
of treble boost. If another capacitor 
in series with a potentiometer is connected 
across the entire volume control, the high 
frequencies may be reduced at will. Since 
highs will not be boosted and cut simulta- 
neously, the two potentiometers can be 
combined so that clockwise rotation will 
increase highs and counterclockwise rota- 
tion will decrease highs. To make this cir- 
cuit perform smoothly, the taper on the 
control must be the reverse of the stand- 
ard audio taper. With these two poten- 
tiometers, a resistor, and the three 
capacitors, quite satisfactory tone con- 
trols for both bass and treble are pro- 
vided. 

While some high -frequency cutoff is 
an advantage when reproducing phono- 
graph records, no separate control is 
provided for this purpose since the 
dynamic noise suppressor section per- 
forms this function. It may be used 
simply as a controllable low -pass filter, 
with no dynamic action, or the sup- 
pressor control may be advanced so that 
the signals themselves control the open- 
ing of the gates. However, if the sup- 
pressor section is not included, it is 
suggested that a four -position switch be 
added, with the necessary resistors and 
capacitors, giving various cutoff f re- 
quencies. This is shown in Fig. 2, and 
was described in an earlier issue.l This 
control is not necessary if the noise sup- 
pressor section is included. 

Construction Features 
r1JU'e individual constructors will rarely 

choose the same components, a complete 

'High- Frequency Equalization for Mag- 
netic Pickups, Audio Engineering, Septem- 
ber 1947. 
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versely if 10 db of this feedhack is used
up in the high-frequency tone control
circuit. The sigllUl voltage at high
frequencies is comparatively low, and the
drivel' stage will not he required to
furnish as Illuch signal volta/l:e as at the
middle and low frequeneies.

Therefore, if a capacitor is shunted
acmss the cathode resistor to which the
feedhack circuit rE'turns, it will reduce the
feedback at high frequencies, and thus
increase the output. ..-\ potentiometel' ill
series will permit variation of the amount
of treble boost. If another capacitor
in series with a potentiometer is connected
across the entire volume control, the high
frequencies may be reduced at will. Rinre
highs will not be hoosted and cut simulta
neou"ly, the two potentiometers can he
combined so that clockwise rotation will
increase highs and counterclockwise rota
tion will decrease highs. To make this cir
cuit perform smoothly, the taper on the
control must be the reverse of the stand
ard audio taper. With these two poten
tiometers. a resistor. and the three
capacitors, quite satisfactory tone con
trols for both hass and trehle are pro
vided.

While some high-frequency rutoff is
an a(h'antage when reproducing phono
graph records, no separate control is
provided for this purpose since the
dynamic noise suppressor section per
forms this fUllction. It may be used
simply as a controllable low-pass filter,
with no dynamic action, or the sup
pressor control may he advanced so that
the Si/!;llllls themselves control the open
ing of the gates. However, if the sup
pressor section is not included, it is
suggested that a four-position switch he
added, with the necessar.v resistors and
caparitors, giving various cutoff fre
quencies. This is shown in Fig. 2, and
was descrihed in an earlier issue. I This
control is not necessary if the noise sup
pressor seC'tion is included.

creases or decreases the high-frequency
response as desired.

The output circuit contains switching
arrangements which conneGt the speaker
directl~' to the secondar~' of the output
transformer for nOI'llHtI u,:;e, or through a
variahle resistor for monitoring, and
which also conneet a \'olume indicator
and the recorder to the output stage
during recording. Although the switch
ing appears to be complicated in that it
requires a number of operations to change
from record to playback, such is not the
case because of the use of a push-hutton
switch which performs all of the switch
ing operations quite simply.

The type of recorder used will control
the switching circuits to a great extent,
For the \raguer-~ichols unit used in
this particular job, it is necessary to
conneC't the crystal cartridge to either
the input or th~ output of the amplifier.
Most recorders employ a separate unit
for playbark, which simplifies this switch
ing. It is desirable to connect the cutter
of the Wagner-Nichols unit to the plates
of the output tube through capacitors,
giving a constant-amplitude character
istic over the entire range. With other
crystal cutters, some series resistance
should be employed to provide a charac
teristic which is similar to standard
phonograph recol'lls. Low-impedance
magnetic rutters will naturally be con
nected to a source of the correct im
pedance. Yarious arrangements for these
connections are shown in Fig. 7.

The power supply sertion is COll\'en
tional, with the exception of the d-c
filament su pply which is simply a con
nection hetween ground and the center
tap of the high-voltage seconrlary through
the heaters of the first two tuhes, 1'1 and
1'2. Both of these tuhes have 12-\'olt
heaterl', and they are connected in series.
After the amplifier is rompleted, a value
of hleeder resistor is selected which will
make the total current dmin equal 140
ma. It will be noted that this is slightly
below the normal value, hut the low
le\'el stages operate perfectly with the
lower current, and are somewhat less
susceptihle to the slight a-c eomponent
remaining in this supply. The amplifier
is quite low in hum, but because of the
large numher of stages it is desirable to
take all possible precautions.

Tone Control Methods
The methods of adding high-and

low-frequenry tone controls to the cir
cuit are relatively simple. For general
use in home reproduction systems, it is
usually considered uesirable to employ
a tapped volume control so that when
the output level is lowered, the frequency
is altered somewhat in accordance with
the Fletcher-Munson curve. A control
with a sinl!;le tap will not give complete
compensation, but it is some improvement
over an untapped control. The circuit
used for this compensation consists of a
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resistor and capacitor connected in
series between the tap on the control
and the low end of the control, usually
ground. If a potentiometer is connected
across the capacitor, the amount of
compem;ation is reduced as the shunting
resistance is decreased. This selTes
quite adequately for the low-frequeney
control. For smoothest operation, the
shunting potentiometer shoul(l have an
audio taper, and should be connected so
that clockwise rotation of the control
increases the resistance across the capac
itor, thus increasing the bass response.
With a 1.0-meg volume control, the rec
ommended resistor and capacitol' values
are 27,000 ohms and 0.01 I·d. A 0.25
meg shunting potentiometer provides a
smooth control of bass response.

In most amplifier designs, it is not
considered desirahle to utilize the feed
back circuit for tone control purposes,
since it reduces the amount of feedback
available, and hence negates the bene
ficial effect of the feedhack. This is
particularly important in the case of a
pentode amplifier, with feed hack over
the output and driver stages. How
e\'er, with this amplifier the feedback is
employed over only the drivel' and input
stages, and its primary admnta!!:e is
obtained over the low-and middle- Construction Features
frequency ranges because that is where Since indi\'idual constl'llctors will rarely
the highest signal \'olta!!:es are encoun- choose the same components, a complete

tered. Therefore, with at least 20 db of 'High-Frequency Equalization for Mag
feedbark in use normally, it is felt that netic Pickups, Audio Engineering, Septem
it will not affect the performance ad- bel' 1947.

Fig. 3. Wiring of push-button switch for selecting the use to which the amplifier is to be put.
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C1, C22, C23, C20, Cn , C51, C6 -.O112 µf, 600 v., 
paper. 

C2, C24 -.003 µ µf, mica. 
C -.04 µ µf, 600 v., paper. 
C4, C59, C80-40 µf, 450 v., electrolytic. 
C5, C6, C10, C,,, C14, C,6- .006µµf, mica. 
C:, C,2-7 -45 µ µf adjustable, in parallel 

with 33 µµf fixed mica. 
Cs, C,- .03µf, 600 v., paper. 
C9 -80µµf (select to resonate L. to 15,000 

cps. approx). 
C1- .035µµf, 600 v., paper 
C,:, C54- 0.1µµf, 600 v., paper. 
C1,- 100µf, 50 v., electrolytic. 
C,9 -.002 µ µf, mica. 
C20, C21 -100 µ µf, mica. 
C52- .001µµf, mica. 
C66 -2.0 µf, 600 v., oil filled. 
C56- 40-40- 20/150 -150-25 electrolytic. 
C57, C58- 0.5µµf, 600 v., oil filled (omit if 

not for recording). 
F, -3 amp fuse in Littelfuse holder. 

J, -Phono pickup input. 
J2-Radio tuner input. 

L, -1.5 h, (Mid- America Co. No. MA -1220' 
terminals 1 -3). 

L2, L, -0.375 h, (Mid -America Co. No. 
MA -1220, terminals 1 -2). 

L., L5 -10 h, 200 -ma power supply choke. 

R,, R52- 27,000 ohms, M w. 
R2, R6 -2,200 ohms, M w. 
R,, R4, R7 -0.12 meg, 1 w. 
R5, R9, Rea, R4O, R41, R42, R43, R44 -1.0 meg, 

w. 
Rs- 56,000 ohms, 1 w. 
R,6, R5. -2,700 ohms, 1 w. R- 27,000 ohms, 1 W. 
R12, R1-0.1 meg, % w. 
R,,, R17, R, -0.22 meg, 1 w./ 
R14, R18, R24, R.4, R65, R6, -0.1 meg, 1 w. 

R,9- 22.000 ohms, 1 w. 
R2- 18,000 ohms, 1 w. 
R21 -0.47 meg, 1 w. 
R22 -0.33 meg, M w. 
R25- 10,000 ohms, 1 W. 
R26, R5s -2,200 ohms, 1 w. 
R2 -470 ohms, M w. 
R2 -330 ohms, M w. 
R,, -220 ohms, M w. 
R3 -68 ohms, M w. 
R31 -0.27 ohms, M w 
R.2-1.0 meg, IRC D13 -137, suppressor 

control. 
R3 -560 ohms, M w. 
R.5 -0.33 meg, 1 w. 
R3- 33.000 ohms, 1 w. 
R37, Ras -0.22 meg, M w. 
R,9 -3.9 meg, M w. 
R45, R. -1.0 meg, M w. (in Amphenol 

MEA-6 socket) 
R5, -1.0 meg, tapped for tone compensa- 

tion, IRC DI3 -137X 
R52- 27,000 ohms, M w 
Rb.-0.25 meg, bass tone control, IRC 

D 13 -130. 
R56 -1.0 meg, treble tone control, IRC 

D14 -137. 
R6, -0.56 meg, 1 w. 
R6,, R62 -1,570 ohms, 10 watts, Ohmite 

Brown Devil. 
R63 -500 ohms, 4 watts, wire -wound con- 

trol. 
R,4- 30,000 ohms, 20 watts, Ohmite Brown 

Devil. 

SW, -1 cet, 4 position, rotary switch, 
Centralab 1402 (or use push- button 
switch; see text). 

SW -2 cet, 5 position, rotary switch, 
Centralab 1404). 

SW3 -SPST toggle switch (or use push- 
button with Micro-Switch). 

T, -ADC '215C interstage transformer, 
turns ratio 1:3. 

T2-ADC 315F output transformer, 3,000/- 
500, 16, 8, 4, etc. 

T, -400 -0 -400, 200 ma 5 v. 3 a; 6.3 v. 6 a. 

Top view of amplifier chassis. 

layout of the chassis is not shown. The 
unit as built occupied a 12 x 17 x 3 
chassis quite completely, and an 8- 4 -in. 
rack panel was used for the front. The 
power transformer and filter chokes were 
surplus items, but the table at the end 
of this article lists a number of possible 
transformer and choke selections which 
should be obtainable from regular stocks. 
While the first 6AS7G amplifier was con- 
structed with broa dcast quality ADC 
transformers, this one uses the industrial 
line which is somewhat less costly. 
Excellent results were obtained, however, 
and unless the highest possible quality of 
all components is desired, it is suggested 
that these are quite satisfactory. All 
other transformers shown in the table 
were selected from specifications, but it 
is expected that the results obtained 
would be about in proportion to the cost 
of the components. 

In the interests of simplicity of opera- 
tion, a push- button switch was chosen 
for the selector switch. Again resorting 
to surplus stocks, a switch was located 
which consists essentially of four separate 
4pdt switches, with a fifth push button 
bar which actuated no switches, only 
releasing all other buttons. This switch 
was mounted just above the chassis 
with the bottons extending through the 
panel. A normally -closed micro-switch 
was mounted under the chassis,- with a 
spring actuator extending upward through 
a slot and so positioned that the push- 
button bar causes the switch to operate 
when the button is depressed. Thus one 
position of the switch is marked "A.C. 
OFF," and the amplifier is turned off 
whenever this button is depressed. 
When any other button is pressed, the 
"off" button is released, and the power 
is turned on. The other four push 
buttons are wired for radio tuner, phono, 
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play I;,(k, and recording. The wiring 
of the switch is shown in Fig. 3. One 
advantage of the push- button switch is 
that it permits connection to either 
radio or phonograph pickup as a source 
for recording simply by depressing two 
buttons simultaneously. 

In order to maintain a proper recording 
level, it is desirable to incorporate a 
volume indicator in the amplifier. When 
used with the Wagner- Nichols embossing 
unit, the output transformer should be 
terminated with a resistive load and the 
cutter connected to the plates of the 
output tube through 0.5 -1.4f capacitors. 
However, the recording level required - 
of the order of 30 volts -furnishes too 
high a level to the monitor speaker, so 
the switching is arranged to connect a 
16 -ohm terminating resistor across the 
secondary of the output transformer, 
and insert a 400 -ohm rheostat in series 
with the voice coil. Thus it is possible 
to adjust the speaker volume to a de- 
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VI POTENTIOMETER SCALE 

Fig. 4. Calibration of VI potentiometer for 
voltage across recorder head at zero indication 
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Top view of amplifier chassis.
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pla~'back, ,md re('onling. The Wlrll1g
of t.he switch is showl1 in Fig. .:3. Une
adnUltage of the push-hutton switch is
tha t it permits connection t{) either
radio or phonograph pickup as a SOlUTe
for recording simply by depressing t\\'o
buttons simultaneously.

In order to maintain a proper recording
le\'el, it is desirahle to incorporate a
"olume indicator in the amplifier. When
used with the \ragner-~i('holsembossing
unit, the output transformer should be
terminated with a resistive load and the
('utter conne('ted to the plates of the
output tuhe through 0.5-Jlf capacitors.
1Iowe \'er, the recording le\'el required
of the order of :30 Yolts-furnishes too
high a le"el to the monitor speaker, SO

the switehin!!: is arranged to ronne('t a
l(j-ohm terminating resistor across the
seeondal'Y of the output transformer,
and insert a 400-ohm rheostat in series
with the "oiee ('oil. Thus it is possihle
to adjust the speaker "olume to a de-

o
o m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ro ~ ~ ~

V I POTENTlOMETER SCALE

Fig. 4. Calibration of VI potentiomeler for
voltage across recorder head at u'ro indication

la~'out of the ('hassis is nut shown. The
unit as built occupied a 12 x 17 x :3
('haRsis quite (,ol1lpletely, and an :-:-%-in.
raek panel was used for the front. The
power transformer and filter ('hokes \yere
surplus items. hut the table at the end
of this arti('le list!" a numher of possihle
transformer and ('hoke sele('tions whi('h
should he obtainable from regular sto('ks.
While the first 1i.\S7U amplifier "'as con
structed ,\'ith broa dca:5t quality ADC
transformers, this one uses the indu:5trial
line whi('h is somewhat less costly.
Excellent results were ohtained, howe\'er.
and unless the highest possihle quality of
all (,olllponents is desired, it is suggested
that these are quite satisfactory. .\11
other transformers shown in the tahle
were selected frol11 specifieations. hut it
is expected that the result" ohtained
would he ahout in proportiol1 to the ('ost
of the components.

In the interests of simplicity of opera
tion, a push-hutton switch was chosen
for the sele(·tor switl'h. Again resortin/!;
to surplus sto('ks, a switeh \\'as loeated
whi('h consists essent.ially of four separate
4pdt s\\'itches, \\'ith a fifth push hutton
har whieh a(·tuated no swit('hes, only
releasing all other huttons. This switch
was mounted just above the ('hassis
"'ith the hottons extending through the
panel. .\ 110rmally-dosed mino-switeh
was mounted under the ehassis; with a
spring artuator extending upward th rough
a slot and so positioned that the push
button bar causes the switch to operate
when the button is depres.'>ed. Thus one
position of the swit('h is marked ·'A.C.
UFF," and the amplifier is turned off
wheneyer this button is depressed.
When any other button is pressed. the
"off" button is released, and the power
is turned on. The other four push
buttons are wired for radio tuner, phono.

S\VI-l Cl't, -'I pOSItIOn, rotary switch,
Centralah 1402 (or use push-hut ton
switch; see tl'xt).

:::;W,-2 cct., 5 position, rotary switl'h,
Cl'ntralab 1404).

SW,,-SPST toggle switch (or use push
button with Micro-Switch).

T,-ADC '215C interstage transformer,
turns ratio 1:3.

T,-ADC 315F output transformer, 3,000/
500, 16, 8, 4, ete.

T,-400-0-400, 200 ma 5 v. 3 a; 6.3 v. 6 a.

C,. C'" C'" COG. C" ,C'" C.,---.Ol Jl Jli. 600 v.,
pap{·r.

C" C,.-.003 Jl Jli, mica.
C,--- .0-'1 Jl Jli, 600 v., paper.
C" C'" C,.-40 Jli, 450 v., clrct,ro)ytic.
C" C" CIO, Cll, Cu, Ct.---.006 Jl Jli, mica.
C,. Ct,-7--'l5 Jl Jli adjustable, in parall!'l

wit h 33 Jl Jli fix{'(l mica.
C•. C,,---.03 Jli, 600 v., paper.
C.-SO Jl Jli (Sdl'ct to resonate Lt to 15,000

(·ps. approx).
Ct,-.035 Jl Jli, 600 v., paper
Cl'. C..--o.1 Jl Jli, 600 v., pappI'.
C,,-IOOJli, 50 v., electrolytic.
C,,-.002 Jl Jli, mica.
C", C,.-IOO Jl Jli, mica.
C,,-.OOl Jl Jli, lIIica.
C,,-2.0 Jli, 600 v., oil filled.
C,,--'l0-40-20/\;jO-\;jO-25 clectrolytic.
C", C,,--o.5 Jl Jli, (iOO v., oil fillE'd (omit if

not for r!'cording).
F,-3 amp fuse in Littdfuse holdl'r.
.L-Phono pickup input.
J,-Radio tuner input.

L- \..j h, (Mid-Anwrica Co. Ko. 1\1..\-1220'
t('J'minals 1-3).

L,. 1,,,-0.375 h, (:\lid-Anwrica Co. .;\0.
:\1A-1220, terminals 1-2).

L, L,-IO h, 200-ma pO\\'{'r supply c1wk('.

R" R,,-27,000 ohms, Yz w',
R" R,-2,200 ohms, Yz w.
R" R., R;---{).12 nll'g, I \L

R,. R" R", R", R", R", Rn, R..-l.O mpg,
Yz w.

R.----56,OOO ohms, I w.
RIO, R,,-2,700 ohms, I w.
Rll-27,000 ohms, I w.
RIO, R,.-O.I nll'g, Yz w.
R", R", R..-0.22 nwg, 1 w·.
R", R", R", R", R.., R,.-o,1 nH'g. 1 w.
R". R,.-22.000 ohms, 1 w.
R,.--18,000 ohms, I w.
R,,--oA7 llIeg, 1 w.
R,,--o.33 nwg, Yz w.
R,,-IO,OOO ohms, I w·.
R", R,,-2,200ohms, 1 w.
R,,------'l70 ohms, Yz w.
H,,-330 ohms, Yz w.
R,.-220 ohms, Yz w.
R,.--68 ohms, Yz w.
R3I-0.27 ohms, Yz w
R,,-l.O n1l'g, lRC DI3-137. suppressor

control.
R,,---560 ohms, Yz w.
R"-'().33 nwg, I w.
R,.---33.000 ohms, I w.
R", R,,-0.22 meg, Yz w.
R,.-3.9 lIIeg, Yz w.
R.., R•.---I.O meg, Yz w, (in Amplwnol

:vIEA-6 socht)
Ru-l.O nwg, tapl)('d for tone compl'nsa

tion, IRC D13-137X
R,,-27,OOO ohms, Yz w'
R"e-O.25 nll'g, hass tonc control, IRC

DI3-130.
Ru-l.O nll'g, treble tonE' control, IRC

DI4-137.
R.,-----0.56 meg, 1 \L

ReI, R,,-1,570 ohms, 10 watts, Ohmite
Brown Devil.

Re,---500 ohms, -! watts, wire-wound {'on
\.rol.

R..-30,000 ohms, 20 \\'atls, Ohmite Brown
Devil.
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Bottom view of the chassis of the 6AS7G amplifier. 

sirable level while maintaining the correct 
recording level to the cutter. 

The volume indicator is a standard db 
meter, calibrated at 1.73 volts for zero 
indication. A 25,000 -ohm potentiometer 
in series with the VI provides a control 
over the output level, with the calibra- 
tion of the scale for this resistor being 
plotted on a curve, Fig. 4, so the desired 
output level may be obtained. The 
potentiometer used for this circuit is a 
grid -bias control, and while the curve is 
apparently reversed, it seems correct in 
use because the meter deflection is in- 
creased as the knob is turned clockwise. 

From the photo of the amplifier, it 
will be noted that the panel is labeled 
quite profusely, giving a professional 
appearance. This is made possible by 
the new Tekni -Cals, which provide a 
wide range of identifying names. They 
are easy to apply, inexpensive, and of 
excellent appearance. 

Adjustment of Suppressor 
The circuit of the dynamic noise - 

suppressor amplifier is shown in the 
complete schematic, Fig. 5, and since 
the operation of this circuit has been 
described many times in the literature, 
no further mention of the principles 
underlying this section will be made 
here. It will be noted that it is practi- 
cally identical to the Goodell amplifier, 
even to the physical layout of the sche- 
matic. In any discussion of this circuit, 
the coils have been described as rather 
critical, and of high Q. These will 
undoubtedly be difficult to obtain -one 
source of supply of 2.4 and 0.8 henry 
chokes used in one model of the sup- 
pressor being ADC, which supplies them 
under part numbers 414D and 414E 
respectively. One of the former and 
two of the latter would be required. 
Another source of suitable coils would be 

28 

the UTC adjustable types, VI -CIO and 
CI -C12 -again requiring two of the 
former and one of the latter. All of 
these types are very satisfactory for this 
unit. Another suitable coil is available 
from Mid- America.2 under the number 
MA -1220. This coil has a total induct-. 
ance of approximately 1.5 H, and is 
center tapped, providing 0.375 H across 
either half. The half between terminals 
1 and 2 has the higher Q, and should be 
employed for the inductances L2 and 
L3, while the entire coil is used for L1. 
These are the coils used iu the amplifier 
shown. and they work satisfactorily. 

TV 
W -N RECORDER 

(A) 

R 

CRYSTAL CUTTER 

(R) 

6n sP1CR 

16n MAG. CUTTER 

(G) (D) 

Fig. 7. Change in output wiring for feeding 
different types of recorders. 

Once the complete amplifier is con- 
structed, the alignment of the noise- 
suppressor section is not particularly 
difficult, but an a -f oscillator is essential. 
The value of the capacitor C. is specified, 
and is determined so as to resonate L, 
and C7 at 15,000 cps. Some noise- 
suppressor amplifiers employ a variable 
or adjustable capacitor for this circuit, 
but the adjustment is not critical, and a 

=Mid- America Company, Inc., 2412 So. 
Michigan Ave., Chicago 16, Ill. 

calculated value is adequate if the value 
may be obtained with fair accuracy. 
With the switch SW, on position 2, 
capacitors C7 and C are adjusted for 
minimum signal at 9,000 cps, R -the 
suppressor control -being at the mini- 
mum position so there is no opening of 
the gates by the signal itself. Then, 
turning SW, to position 5, check the 
frequency of mimimurn output, which 
should be around 4,000 cps. Minor 
adjustments in the values of Rr. and R,1 
may be employed to cause the circuits to 
"track" at 9,000 and 4,000 cps. Any 
change in the resistor values will neces- 
sitate returning of C7 and Cr,, so the work 
is of the nature of a "cut and try" proc- 
ess, but no trouble was experienced in 
adjusting the first model, so it is assumed 
that the work may be duplicated by a 
careful constructor with the assurance 
that the final unit will work as it should. 

The time constants for the rectifier 
circuits are quite satisfactory as shown. 
Longer release times may be obtained by 
an increase in the values of R41 or C 
for the high- frequency gates, or of R.. 
or C27 for the low- frequency gate. The 
value of R may have to be adjusted for 
the individual amplifier. This should be 
such that with about three -quarters 
rotation of Re, the gates open and close 
with the applied signal. The average 
signal at the arm of SW, will normally 
be around 1.5 volts, whether from a 
tuner or from a phonograph pickup. 
This will give adequate signal level to 
cause the side amplifier to operate with 
the resistor value given in the parts 
list. It may be stated safely that if the 
circuit values are followed accurately, 
the amplifier should perform in the 
normal manner for a noise suppressor. 

Construction Hints 

As with any high -gain amplifier, it is 
necessary to exercise normal care in 
shielding grid and plate circuits, es- 
pecially where there are any long runs. 
This does affect the frequency response 
if carried to extremes, and minor com- 
pensation may be effected by the addi- 
tion of a small capacitor across R... It 
is at this point that the high- frequency 
losses may be corrected if found necessary. 
However, with the parts layout shown in 
the photo, such compensation will prob- 
ably not be necessary. 

Because of the large number of wires 
in a circuit of this type, it is desirable to 
cable the wiring. This necessitates either 
of two procedures -a complete full -size 
wiring diagram may be made first and 
the individual wires laid in place using 
a forming board with finishing nails 
driven in at points where the cable 
makes a bend or where wires branch off. 
After all the wires are in place, the cable 
may be laced up. The other method 
appears to be simpler in that it does not 
require the full -size wiring diagram, but 
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Bottom view of the chassis of the 6AS7G amplifier.

sirable level while maintaining the eorreet
recording level to the cutter.

The volume indicator is a standard db
meter, calibrated at 1.73 volts for zero
indication. A 25,OOO-ohm potentiometer
in series with the VI provides a contl'Ol
oyer the output level, with the calihra
tion of the scale for this resistor being
plotted on a curve, Fig. 4, so the desired
output level may be obtained. The
potentiometer used for this circuit is a
grid-bias control, and while the curve is
apparently reversed, it seems correet in
use because the meter deflection is in
creased as the knob is turned clorkwise.

From the photo of the amplifier, it
will be noted that the panel is labeled
quite pl'Ofusel~', /l:iving a profe:"sional
appearanee. TI:is is made possible by
the new Tekni-Cals, whieh provide a
wide ran!!;!' of identifying names. They
are easy to apply, inexpensive, and of
excellent appearance.

Adjustment of Suppressor

The eircuit of the dynamic noise
suppressor amplifier is shown in the
complete schematic, Fig. .5, and since
the operation of this circuit has been
described many times in the literature,
no further m~ntion of the prineiples
underlyinll; this section will be made
here. It 'will he noted that it is practi
cally identieal to the Goodell amplifier,
even to the physical layout of the sche
matic. In any discussion of this circuit,
the coils have been described as rather
critical, and of high Q. These will
undoubtedly be difficult to obtain-one
source of supply of 2.4 and 0.8 henry
chokes used in one model of the sup
pressor being ADC, which supplies them
under part numbers 414D and 414E
respectively. One of the former and
two of the latter would be required.
Another source of suitable eoils would be

the UTC adjustable types, \"I-CIO and
CI-CI2-again requiring two of the
forlller and one of the latter. All of
these types are very satisfactory for this
unit. Another suitable coil is available
from l\Iid-America. 2 under the number
l\IA-1220. This coil has a total induct
ance of approximately 1.5 H, and is
center tapped, providing 0.375 H across
either half. The half between terminals
1 and :2 has the higher (~, and should be
employed for the inductances L2 and
L3 , while the entire coil is used for L1.

These are the coils used in the amplifier
shown. and they work satisfartorily.

I~~.
~.~

(cl (01

Fig. 7. Change in output wiring for feeding
different types of recorders.

Once the complete amplifier is ron
structed, the alignment of the noise
suppressor section is not particularly
difficult, but an a-f oscillator is essential.
The value of the capacitor C. is specified,
and is determined so as to resonate L,
and C7 at 15,000 cps. Some noise
suppressor amplifiers employ a variable
or adjustable capacitor for this circuit,
but the adjustment is not critical, and a

'Mid-America Company, Inc., 2412 So.
Michigan Ave., Chicago 16, Ill.

calculated Yalue is adequate if the value
may be obtained with fail' arcuraey.
With the switch SW, on position 2,
caparitors Cr and Cl' are adjusted for
minimum signal at fl,()(JO cps, R,,-the
suppressor control-being at the mini
mum position :"0 there is no opening of
the gates hy the :"i/l:nal itself. Then,
tUl'lling SW, to pusition 3, check the
frequency uf mimimum output, which
should be around 4,000 cps. :'I'linor
adjustments in the values of Rn and RIt
may he employed to cause the circuits to
"track" at !),OOO and 4,000 eps. Any
change in the resistor \'alues will neecs
sitate returning of C7 and Cu, so the work
is of the nature of a "rut and try" proc
ess, but no trouble was experienced in
adjusting the first model, so it is assumed
that the work Illay he duplieated by a
rareful constructor with the assurance
that the final unit will wurk as it should.

The time eonstants for the rectifier
rircuits are quite satisfactory as shown.
Longer release times may be obtained by
an increase in the values of R41 or Cn
for the hill:h-frequency gates, or of R..
01' C27 for the low-frequency Il:ate. The
value of R" may have to be adjusted for
the individual amplifier. This should be
such that with about three-quarters
rotation of Ru the gates open and close
with the applied signal. The average
signal at the arm of SW 1 will normally
be around 1.5 volts, whether from a
tuner or from a phonoll:raph pickup.
This will give adequate signal level to
cause the side amplifier to operate with
the resistor value given in the parts
list. I t may be stated safely that if the
circuit values are followed accurately,
the amplifier shoultl perform in the
normal manner for a noise suppressor.

Construction Hints

As with any high-gain amplifier, it is
necessary to exercise normal care in
shielding grid and plate circuits, es
pecially where there are any long runs.
This does affect the frequency response
if carried to extremes, and minor com
pensation may be effected by the addi
tion of a small capacitor across R... It
is at this point that the high-frequency
losses may be corrected if found necessary.
However, with the parts layout shown in
the photo, such compensation will prob
ably not be necessary.

Because of the large number of wires
in a circuit of this type, it is desirable to
cable the wiring. This necessitates either
of two procedures-a complete full-size
wiring diagram may be made first and
the individual wires laid in place using
a forming board with finishing nails
driven in at points where the cable
makes a bend or where wires branch off.
After all the wires are in place, the cable
lllay be laced up. The other method
appears to be simpler in that it does not
require the full-size wiring diagram, but
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once the wiring is in place it is often 
difficult to form it into cables smoothly. 
In the long run it is easier to cable the 
wires outside of the chassis. After the 
lacing is completed, the form is put into 
place and the wires cut off at suitable 
lengths for connection to the sockets and 
other components. The form is then 
removed, the insulation stripped back, 
and the wires tinned. Then the form is 
replaced and connections made and 
soldered, a very rapid process after the 
initial cable forming is completed. 

Performance 
Measurements made on the complete 

amplifier indicate an output of 5 watts at 
7 per cent intermodulation distortion, 
with frequency response curves as shown 
in Fig. 6. The upper curves show the 
effect of the high- and low- frequency 
tone controls with the volume control at 
one -third rotation and the suppressor 
range switch, SW,, on position 1. The 
lower curves show the response for posi- 
tions, 2, 3, 4, and 5 of the range switch 
and the suppressor control, Rs,, off. 
Note that the amount of suppression 
increases as the range is narrowed, which 
is a desirable condition since the worst 
records necessitate a narrower trans- 

Fig. 6. Fre- 
quency re- 
sponse curves 
(upper) effect 
of tone con- 
trols; (lower) 
effect of noise 
suppressor in 
various posi- 
tions of range 
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may be connected to the output section 
with results similar to those obtained 
with the complete single -unit amplifier. 

Conclusion 
Although the parts list specifies the 

transformers and chokes employed in 
the amplifier as built, some substitutions 
may be desirable, depending upon avail- 

POSSIBLE TRANSFORMER AND CHOKE 

Part ADC Stancor Thordarson UTC Part ADC 
T, 215Cí A -103C T -2A40 LS-21 T, 515D 

214H* T -20A23 CG -132 
T2 315Ft A -3301 T 3S22 LS 55 L4,L6 415D 

314C* T 22572 CG 16 
toriginal specification for 6AS7G amplifier 

SUBSTITUTIONS 

Stancor Thordarson UTC 
P-6165 T-22R34 LS 70 

CG-428 
C-1646 T-20055 LS-92 

CG-40 
*as employed 

mission band as well as greater sup- 
pression outside the band. 

Adaptation of Sections 
Since this amplifier is laid out so as to 

be flexible in construction, it may be well 
to indicate the various arrangements 
possible. The simplest arrangement con- 
sists of the preamplifier and the output 
section, which simply omits the center 
portion of the circuit, connection being 
made between points "A." This pro- 
vides sufficient amplification for use 
with a low -level magnetic pickup and 
furnished the tone controls desired by 
most users. The high- frequency cutoff 
for the pickup should be added in the 
form of the circuit of Fig. 2 across R,. 

When desired for use with an ordinary 
crystal cutter, the wiring of the output 
circuit and the feed for the recorder 
should be modified as shown at (B) of 
Fig. 7. (C) and (D) show connections 
for 500 -ohm and 16 -ohm magnetic cutters 
respectively. The wiring of the com- 
plete output circuit for feeding the re- 
corder is shown in Fig. 3, complete with 
VI and speaker circuit wiring. 

If the previous 6AS7G amplifier has 
already been built, the first two sections 

ability of parts. Therefore, the table 
shows a number of components which 
should perform similarly. 

Assuming the use of good components 
throughout, this amplifier should give 
completely satisfactory performance for 
the record enthusiast or for the home 
recorder. The output power is not 
sufficient for use with professional disc 
cutters, but reasonably satisfactory re- 
sults may be obtained with the better 
quality of either magnetic or crystal 
cutters, assuming that the correct coup- 
ling circuits are used between the trans- 
former and the magnetic types gf cutters. 
For ordinary reproduction of records or 
of radio programs, this amplifier will be 
found to answer most of the requirements 
of critical listeners. 

Audio. efrictiftee Sac>íe4 /Vetad. 

TO AUDIO engineers of Denver, Col- 
orado, goes the credit for organizing 
the first local section of the Audio 

Engineering Society on May 4. No tech- 
nical program was presented at this first 
meeting, but the entire time was given over 
to the organization activities. Three tech- 
nical meetings are already scheduled for 
the newly formed section, the first to be 
held on June 8. 

Heading the group resonsible for the new 
section are R. W. Cross, of Electronic Net- 
work, Denver Muzak licensee; W. R. Bliss 
of Decimeter, Inc.; and W. H. Eichelberger, 
assistant chief engineer of Hathaway In- 
strument Co. and formerly with RCA at 
Indianapolis. Mr. Eichelberger is Acting 
Secretary and engineers in the Denver 
area who are interested in taking a part in 
Society activities may contact him at 
1315 So. Clarkson St., Denver 10, Colo. 

New York Meeting 
The May meeting of the New York 

group was held in Studio 6A, Radio City, 
on May 11, with over 250 in attendance. 
A well -prepared and informative paper on 

"A New Audio Sweep- Frequency Generator" 
was presented by Hershel Toomin of In- 
strument Electronics. This generator em- 
bodies many unique features which are of 
importance to the audio engineer. 

Mr. Toomin, who is responsible for the 
design of the new generator, pointed out 
in his paper that instruments designed 
for use by engineers are of greatest value if 
they relieve the user of the necessity of 
making improvisations in the measure- 
ments, or if they provide definite and labor- 
saving features. As is well known, the 
usual procedure in making a frequency- 
response measurement on a piece of equip- 
ment is to apply a fixed tone to the input 
and to measure the output. This must be 
done at a number of selected frequencies so 
spaced that they are capable of indicating 
accurately the trends at important points 
of the curves, particularly in the case of 
filters and equalizers. This is a time -con- 
suming operation, for after twenty to 
thirty measurements are made, they must 
then be plotted before the whole picture is 
made visible to the engineer. 

(Continued on page 39) 
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POSSIBLE TRANSFORMER AND CHOKE SUBSTITUTIONS

Pari ADC Stancor Thordarson UTC Part A DC Stancor Thardarson r'TC
T, 215Ct A-103C T-2A40 LS-21 T, 515D P-6165 T-22R34 LS 70

214H* T-20A23 CG-132 CG-428
T, 315Ft A-3301 T 3S22 LS 55 L.,L. 415D C-1646 T-20C55 LS-92

314C* T 22S72 CG 16 CG-40
toriginal specification for 6AS7G amplifier *as employed

may he connected to the output section
with results similar to those obtained
with the complete sing:le-unit amplifier.

Conclusion

Although the parts list specifies the
transformers and chokes employed in
the amplifier as built, some substitutions
may be desirahle, depending upon avail-

ability of parts. Therefore, the table
shows a number of components which
should perform similarly.

Assuming the use of good components
throughout, this amplifier should give
completely satisfactory peIformance for
the record enthusiast or for the home
recorder. The output power is not
sufficient for use with professional disc
cutters, but reasonably satisfactory re
sults mav be obtained with the better
quality ~f either magnetic or crystal
cutters, assuming that the correct coup
ling circuits are used between the trans
former and the ma~netic types g;f cutters.
For ordinary reproduction of records or
of radio programs, this amplifier will be
found to answer most of the requirements
of critical listeners.

"A New Audio ~weep-Frequency Generator"
was presl'nted by Hershel Toomin of In
strumpnt Electronics. This generator em
bodies many unique features which are of
importance to the audio engineer.

Mr. Toomin, who is responsible for the
design of the new generator, pointed out
in his paper that instruments designed
for usp by engineers arc of great.cst valup if
thl'v relipve the user of the necessity of
making improvisations in the measurp
ments, or if thpy provide definite and labor
saving features. As is well known, the
usual procedure in making a frequency
I'l'sponsl' mt,asurement on a piece of equip
ment is to apply a fixed tone to the input
and to measure the output. This must be
done at a numbpr of selected frequencies so
spaced that they arc capable of indicating
accurat.P1y the trends at important points
of the curves, particularly in the case of
filters and equalizers. This is a time-con
suming oppration, for after twenty to
thirty mpasurements arc made, they must
then be plotted before the whole picture is
made visible t·o the engineer.

(Continued on page 39)
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Fig. 6. Fre
que n c y re
sponse curves
(upper) effect
of tone con
trols; (lower)
effect of noise
suppressor in
various posi
tions of range

switch.

To Al'DIO enginl'ers of Dcnvpr, Col
orado, go('s the credit for organizing
the first local section of thp Audio

Engineering Society on May 4. No tpch
nical program was presented at this first
meeting, but the entire time was given over
to the organization activitips. Thr!'!' tech
nical meetings arc already schcduled for
the newly formed section, thc first to be
held on .June 8.

Heading the group resonsible for the new
section are R. W. Cross, of Electronic Net
work, Denver Muzak licensep; W. R. Bliss
of Decimeter, Inc.; and W. H. Eichplberger,
assistant chief engineer of Hathaway In
strument Co. and formerly with RCA at
lndianapolis. Mr. Eichelberger is Acting
Secretary and engineers in the Denver
area who are int,erested in taking a part in
Society activities may contact him at
1315 So. Clarkson St., Denver lO, Colo.

New York Meeting
The May meeting of the New York

group was held in Studio 6A, Radio City,
on May 11, with over 250 in attendance.
A well-prepared and informative paper on

once the wmng: is in place it is often
difficult to form it into cahles smoothly.
In the long: run it is easier to cahle tl~e
wires outside of the chassis. After the
lacing; is completed, the fOlm is put into
place and the wires cut off at suitable
leng;ths for connection to the sockets ami
other components. The form is then
remoyed, the insulation stripped back,
and the wires tinned. Then the form is
replaced and connections made and
soldered, a very rapid process after the
i!1itial cable forming; is completed.

Performance

Measurements made on the complete
amplifier indicate an output of 5 watts at.
7 per cent intermodulation distortion,
with frequency response curves as shown
in Fig. 6. The upper curves show the
effect of the high- and low-frequency
tone controls with the volume control at
one-third rotation and the suppressor
range switch, SW" on position 1. The
lower curves show the response for posi
tions, 2, 3, 4, and 5 of the ran~e switch
and the suppressor control, R", off.
Note that the amount of suppression
increases as the rang:e is narrowed, which
is a desirable condition since the worst
records necessitate a narrower trans-

mISSIOn band as well as II;reater sup
pression outside the band.

Adaptation of Sections

Since this amplifier is laid out so as to
be f1exihle in construction, it may be well
to indicate the various arranll;ements
possible. The simplest arranll;ement con
sists of the preamplifier and the output
section, which simply omits the center
portion of the circuit, connection being
made between points "A." This pro
vides sufficient amplification for use
with a low-level mall;netic pickup and
furnished the tone controls desired by
most users. The hill;h-frequency cutoff
for the pickup should be added in the
form of the circuit of Fig. 2 across R,.

When desired for use with an ordinary
crystal cutter, the wiring of the output
circuit and the feed for the recorder
should be modified as shown at (B) of
Fig. 7. (C) and (D) show connections
for 500-ohm and Hl-ohm magnetic cutters
respectively. The wiring of the com
plete output circuit for feeding the re
corder is shown in Fig. 3, complete with
VI and speaker circuit wiring.

If the previous 6AS7G amplifier has
already been built, the first two sections
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